The World of Data:
32 Essential Stats about Big Data and IoT

With the incredible advances in cloud computing,
Big Data and IoT technologies are poised to hit the
mainstream, transforming every passage of our lives.

The Internet of Things (IoT)

Big Data

A vast, data-sharing network of objects,

Huge data sets that can be analysed to

devices and people connected via the

ﬁnd valuable patterns and trends.

internet.

By the numbers

IoT

Big Data

By 2020 every person will create

1.7 MB of data every single

second.
In 2017 there were 8.4 billion

connected things in use

worldwide.

There are six million developers

currently working on Big Data.

Worldwide use of smart devices

is up a staggering 31% from

2016 alone.

There are 3.5 billion Google

searches per day and 400 Hours

of new YouTube video added
The number of IoT connected
every minute
devices is forecast to reach up to

30 billion by 2020.

On average Facebook users send

more than 31 million messages
In 2008, the number of objects
every minute.
connected to the internet had

already surpassed the global

population.

We’ve created more data in the

last few years than in the entire

span of human history.

By 2020, the average person will

own 5.1 connected devices.

A
growing
market
opportunity

Big Data

IoT

1. The IoT revenue opportunity is

predicted to rise from £666 billion in

£

2015 to £2.99 trillion in 2025.

2. IoT investment is expected to reach
1. The Big Data analytics market will

£44.86 trillion in the next 15 years.

surpass £149 billion in 2020.

2. 73% of organisations will invest in

Big Data within the next two years.

£
3. In 2017, Big Data vendors are set to

make more than £42 billion from

3. IoT could generate £3.44 trillion for

hardware, software and professional

the public sector in a decade.

services.

4. IoT could generate £10.77 trillion

for the private sector in a decade.

5. Wearable devices saw an increase of

223% in 2015.

4. Less than 1% of generated data

has been analysed so far.

5. Big Data could save the healthcare

industry £224 billion a year.

Potential by industry

Financial services

Retail

Big Data is allowing banks to

Over 900,000 pieces of

monitor customer behaviour

smart clothing were

detect fraud.

purchased in 2015.

Big Data allows CFOs to

Retailers using big data

make data-driven decisions

could raise their operating

based on their potential

margins by 60%

revenue growth.

Travel

Manufacturing

IoT is set to transform the

IoT and AI have the ability to

way we travel - from

make dangerous jobs safer.

driverless cars to remote
controlled cargo ships.

66% of leading
manufacturers say IoT is

Future space missions will

critical to staying

involve analysing millions of

competitive.

data points.

Overcoming potential
road blocks

IoT

Big Data

Botnets, ransomware and

Data overload

denial of service
Just 29% of businesses are
IoT security is a top concern

gaining insight from raw data.

for 63% of IT decision

Solution: Re-prioritise current

makers.

resources to capitalise on

Solution: Increase education

niche opportunities.

and security implementation
in the early stages of IoT
design.

Digital transformation

Data retention

Only 37% of organisations

Only 41% of businesses

have a formal digital

offered data loss training in

transformation strategy in

2015.

place.

Solution: Set data retention

Solution: Restructure

policies to determine data

resources and invest in

lifecycle needs.
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